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Figure 1. Slide 7 modified for no bike lane, turning it into
a WOL. The “Parking Cross” marks identify the Door Zone
unusable space. Usable lane width should be measured
from the outside extension near the bicyclist’s right foot to
the lane line (CL in the slides).

Introduction
This research was performed by the Center for Transportation Research, The University of Texas
for the Texas Department of Transportation. A slide show can be found at:

http://www.campotexas.org/pdfs/UT,Machemehl-Operational_and_Safety_Impacts_for_
Bicylists_Using_Roadways_with_On-Street_Parking.pdf

Critique of Methodology
This study examined 25 sites in 3 cities using 29 paid subjects. There is no discussion of the
distribution of bike lane and wide lane sites. 

In their previous study, “Evaluation of On-Street Bicycle Facilities Added to Existing
Roadways,” the CTR investigators examined 27 different bike lane scenarios and just 5 roads
that were listed as Wide Outside Lanes (WOLs). But only 3 actually were wide—2 of the 5 were
substandard width and therefore not technically WOLs. Similarly, in the Powerpoint presentation
of this study only one road is technically a WOL, Cincinnati (Slides 14 and 19). 

The WOLs on Guadalupe (Slide
16) and Meadow Glen (Slide 19)
are not really wide because the
Door Zone should not be
considered part of usable lane
width. 

The MUTCD notes:
“CROSS-HATCHED (diagonal)
lines mark pavement areas where
driving is discouraged, such as
gore areas, painted medians,
obstructions in the roadway, and
other “safety zones.”Analogous
are “Parking Crosses” used to
warn of the Door Zone.

To their credit, the CTR
investigators recognize 
that operating in the Door Zone is contraindicated, so they should be able to rationalize that the
Door Zone is not to be considered part of usable lane width whether there is a marked buffer or
not. For added insult, Meadow Glen (Slide 19) is shown as 13.5 feet, which is narrower than
AASHTO’s (and TXDOT’s) 14 foot minimum definition of a wide lane, which itself is
demonstrably too narrow even on a road without parking.

The Powerpoint presentation shows only 9 different roads. Parkfield North, Georgian, and
Cincinnati are each shown twice. One must question the reasoning for this duplicity. 
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Figure 2. Slide 9. The bicyclist in this Door Zone bike lane
likely was further to his left when he was adjacent to the
van’s mirror sticking into the bike lane. Notice through the
van windows the yellow jacketed bicyclist waiting her turn
to be filmed in this contrived setup. See her in Slide 10.

Slides 6 and 7 depict bicyclists
passing a continuous line of
parked vehicles, which would
result in a steady bicyclist lateral
position. In contrast, Slides 9
(Figure 2) and 10 depict bicyclists
40 feet after passing a single
parked vehicle.
 
It is unclear why the investigators
chose to measure bicyclist lateral
position 40 feet after passing this
parked vehicle rather than when
directly adjacent to it. The two
different locations would likely
produce quite different bicyclist
lateral positions (LPB). How 
were the data points from the 
two different measuring
methodologies combined?

Critique of Slides
Slides 11 and 12 seem to be purposefully inflammatory and divisive through the use of the word
“confrontation” to describe what should accurately be called an “interaction,” establishing a
pattern. In their previous study, “Evaluation of On-Street Bicycle Facilities Added to Existing
Roadways,” the CTR repeatedly mis-used the word “swerve” to describe motorists simply
moving left to pass a bicyclist. The message of these mis-characterizations appears to be that
bicycling and motoring are inherently incompatible, and bicycling is disruptive to motoring,
which supports the segregationist approach of bike lanes the CTR espouses.

Slide 15 shows nearly identical behaviors in a bike lane on Georgian and in an outside lane with
parking on Alamo, demonstrating that such space need not be designated as a discriminatory
bike lane. To improve poor bicyclist behavior, Parking Crosses with long extensions can be
placed to warn of the door zone, similar to those shown in Slides 6-8 (Figure 1). 

Slide 17 is in error because it says “Same Total Width” when this is obviously not true: Parkfield
North is depicted as 17.5 feet while San Jacinto is 20.5 feet. Did the investigators make a
mistake on the width of Parkfield North? It is shown as 19.5 feet in Slide 14. Is it a
measuring/data collection error or an error in drawing the slide image?

Both Parkfield North and Georgian bike lanes and adjacent lanes have two different
configurations. Slide 14 shows Parkfield North with bike lane line at 8 feet and CL at 19.5 feet, 
whereas Slide 17 shows the lines at 5.5 and 17.5 feet. Similarly, Slide 15 shows the Georgian
bike lane and CL at 5 and 16 feet, while Slide 18 has them at 4 and 15 feet. Do the lanes on these
roads actually change widths or are the investigators in error? If they do change widths, the
slides should be labeled A and B to distinguish they are indeed separate sites.
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Critique of Study Conclusions 
“2) Operationally, marked bicycle lanes are superior to wide outside lanes (without marking).”

Comments: This conclusion is questionable. There is only 1 true WOL shown in the slide
presentation: Cincinnati (Slides 14 and 19). The other alleged wide lanes are technically narrow
lanes because the Door Zone narrowed them.
 
Slide 14 shows that on Parkfield North with a bike lane motorists’ ENC was 41%, whereas on
Cincinnati (just 1 foot wider) motorist ENC was 0%. By the investigators’ definition, Cincinnati
with a WOL was operationally superior for motorists. 

Further, the Slide 14 Parkfield North bike lane is an extraordinarily wide 7.5 feet (minus at least
3.5 feet of Door Zone; bicycle drivers should track at least 5 feet from the side of parked
vehicles to ensure adequate clearance). This width, and the fact that most typical bicyclists track
along a bike lane’s centerline, ensures that the expected spike of bicyclists at the 4 foot
centerline will be outside the Door Zone. The normal/standard width bike lanes on Georgian
(Slide 15 and 18) and Slide 17 Parkfield North depict poorer bicyclist lateral position than on the
Cincinnati WOL, demonstrating that a Wide Outside Lane is superior. 

While bicyclists operated slightly further left on the Slide 14 Parkfield North 7.5 foot wide bike
lane than on Cincinnati, there is no reason all bicyclists on both roads could have ridden outside
the Door Zone while motorists easily passed in the remainder of the lane. Competent bicycle
drivers always avoid the Door Zone. Parking Crosses with long extensions on Cincinnati would
deter unknowledgeable bicyclists from operating in the Door Zone.

“3) Total roadway width is critical to safety and operations for both cyclists and motorists.”

Comments: There is no evidence that actual safety is a function of roadway width. That
bicyclists may ride in the Door Zone is a function of bicyclist competence; competent bicycle
drivers avoid the door zone no matter road width. A motorist straddle passing of his own volition
due to the presence of a bicycle driver is not a safety violation unless it has been demonstrated as
a contributor to collisions. (Encroachment is misused by the investigators. It’s correct use occurs
in situations when a motorist crosses a line due to a mistake.)

“4) Where parking is allowed, a bicycle lane with a buffer space is the only way to ensure that
cyclists are removed from the Door Zone of parked vehicles.”

Comments: The “only way?” This is demonstrably untrue. The research found that some bicycle
drivers avoided the Door Zone no matter the road layout; competent bicycling ensures operation
outside the Door Zone. Parking Crosses (shown in slides 6-8 and Figure 1 above) without a left
bike lane stripe can strongly deter operating in the Door Zone. 
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Figure 3. Slide 19. Called a Wide Outside Lane, Meadow
Glen is really a narrow lane with at most 10 feet of usable
width; the gold Door Zone is not usable space. Bicycle
drivers should track at 5 feet minimum, as shown on the
Cincinnati minor peak. 

Critique Conclusions
This study suffers from
questionable methodology 
and conclusions. 

Incredibly, the investigators
seem to have measured lane
width starting from zero at the
parked cars’ outer tire edges.
Cars’ bodies, fender wells, and
mirrors stick out further than
their tires, as the investigator’s
slide drawings depict (Figure
3). But an even bigger mistake
in measuring lane width was
not accounting for the Door
Zone that makes that part of the
lane an area that should not be
used. The investigators want it
both ways. They want to
consider Meadow Glen at 13.5
feet from tire to lane line a
WOL, while at the same time
acknowledging that their gold 
3.5 foot Door Zone should not be used.

Only one true Wide Outside Lane was presented in the slide show, Cincinnati, and for bicyclists
it outperformed the normal width bike lanes without buffer. It also had 0% motorist ENC.

This research demonstrated that the paid population of mostly unknowledgeable bicyclists
ofttimes operated in the Door Zone. This occurred on both government-placed bike lanes that
invite and mandate this poor behavior, as well as on normal roads on which the bicyclist ought to
be competent enough to avoid the Door Zone. The CTR investigators understand that bicycle
drivers should not operate in the Door Zone, yet do not condemn those bike lanes, like shown in
Slide 9 (Figure 2), that all but mandate this behavior.

The investigators wrongly concluded that a bike lane with buffer is the “only way” for bicycle
drivers to avoid the Door Zone. Clearly, some bicycle drivers in their study avoided the Door
Zone on all the different roadway configurations. The research findings would have been quite
different had the CTR paid only knowledgeable bicycle drivers rather than modeling the
behavior of those who are ignorant of a significant hazard.

The investigators should have concluded that competent bicycle drivers avoid the Door Zone.
The data on the Cincinnati WOL are illustrative: there is a large spike of incompetent bicyclists
operating in the Door Zone and a smaller spike of apparently competent bicycle drivers outside
the Door Zone at 5 feet. Even on roads where the government-placed bike lanes compelled
bicyclists to the hazardous Door Zone, some bicycle drivers had the knowledge and fortitude
(guilt, as well as motorist harassment for bicycling outside a bike lane in the then created “motor
vehicle lane” can be substantial) to disobey the bike lane and operate outside the Door Zone.
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Ultimately, this research showed that there is a need for better education of bicyclists. Streets
with parking which are wide enough to be true WOLs or to stripe a buffered bike lane next to
parked cars are rare. Obstruction striping should warn of the unusable space of the hazardous
Door Zone no matter lane width. The way to solve the problem of incompetent bicycling is to
promote bicycling education.

For my critique of “Evaluation of On-Street Bicycle Facilities Added to Existing Roadways”
see:
http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/bicycle-facilities-added/

For papers on the Door Zone, see:
http://www.humantransport.org/bicycledriving/library/door_zone.pdf
http://www.humantransport.org/bicycledriving/library/AASHTO_DZBL.pdf

Thanks to Keri Caffrey for her review and insights.


